General guide for setting up a wireless sound system
STEP 1

• Open tripod legs for speaker stand, and microphone stand. Place on consistent, even ground, and tighten knobs for safety.
STEP 2

• Carefully place speaker on top of speaker stand. Screw microphone clip to microphone stand.
STEP 3

- Loosen knob for telescoping speaker pole and SLOWLY raise to desired height. Tighten knob or clamp for safety.
STEP 4

- Plug in power cord to electrical outlet for power. Ensure volume controls are turned down first to eliminate feedback. Turn on speaker.
STEP 5

• Turn on microphone. Find corresponding microphone frequency on speaker unit for volume control. SLOWLY raise the volume to a desired level. Ensure “Mute” is disabled.
STEP 6

• Place microphone in clip. Set microphone stand at desired position relative to a presenter’s height, away from active speaker to eliminate feedback.
STEP 7

• At event’s end, turn off speaker and microphone, breakdown equipment, and collapse stands.
STEP 8

• Please remember that this is a GENERAL help guide, as there are many variables when dealing with presentation equipment. Please contact our main office at (631) 632-9400 for further assistance.